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Abstract—A contact-less approach that connects chips in ver-
tical dimension has a great potential to customize components
in 3-D chip multiprocessors (CMPs), assuming card-style com-
ponents inserted to a single cartridge communicate each other
wirelessly using inductive-coupling technology. To simplify the
vertical communication interfaces, static Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) is used for the vertical broadcast buses, while
arbitrary or customized topologies can be used for intra-chip
networks. In this paper, we propose the Headfirst sliding routing
scheme to overcome the simple static TDMA-based vertical
buses. Each vertical bus grants a communication time-slot for
different chips at the same time periodically, which means these
buses work with different phases. Depending on the current
time, packets are routed toward the best vertical bus (elevator)
just before the elevator acquires its communication time-slot.
Network simulations show that Headfirst sliding routing reduces
the communication latency by up to 32.7%, and full-system CMP
simulations show that it reduces application execution time by
9.9%. Synthesis results show that the area and critical path delay
overheads are modest.

I. INTRODUCTION

The three-dimensional integration is a promising VLSI
architecture that stack several smaller wafers or dies in order to
reduce the wire length and wire delay, and three-dimensional
Network-on-Chip (3-D NoC) [28] has been extensively studied
in terms of its network topology [18][7][23], router architec-
ture [12][14][22], and routing strategy [25].

Various interconnection techniques have been developed to
connect multiple chips in a 3-D IC package: wire-bonding,
micro-bump [2][13], wireless (e.g., capacitive- and inductive-
coupling) [6][10][20][21] between stacked dies, and through-
silicon via (TSV) [6][3] between stacked wafers. These 3-D IC
technologies are compared in [6]. Many recent studies on 3-
D IC architectures focus on micro-bump and TSV techniques
that offer the highest level of interconnect density. On the
other hand, as another 3-D integration technique, the inductive-
coupling can connect more than two examined dies without
wire connections.

The wireless contact-less approach that connects chips in
vertical dimension has a great potential to customize com-
ponents in 3-D chip-multiprocessors (CMPs), assuming card-
style components inserted to a single cartridge communicate
each other wirelessly using inductive-coupling technology.
Although power supplies are provided by bonding wires at

this moment, wireless power transmission techniques using
inductive-coupling have been improved recently [30][29][24].
The inductive-coupling power transmission can be used for
these card-style components inserted to a cartridge [4]. In this
case, adding, removing, and swapping chips in a package after
the chips have been inserted to a cartridge are possible, which
will bring us a great flexibility of “field stackable systems”
using the card-style components in the future.

Toward this purpose, the vertical communication interfaces
should be simplified, while arbitrary or customized topologies
should be used for intra-chip networks; thus, we focus on
static Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) buses for
the inter-chip communication. In this paper, we propose the
Headfirst sliding routing scheme to overcome the simple static
TDMA-based vertical buses. The static TDMA-based vertical
buses grants a communication time-slot for different chips at
the same time periodically, which means they are working
with different periodic scheduling. For example, at a certain
moment, vertical bus 0 gives a time-slot for chip 1, vertical
bus 1 allows chip 2, and vertical bus 2 allows chip 0. At the
next phase, vertical bus 0 gives a time-slot for chip 2, vertical
bus 1 allows chip 0, and vertical bus 2 allows chip 1. Each
vertical bus behaves just like an elevator in an office building.

Fortunately, a waiting time to obtain the time-slot of vertical
bus (elevator) is predictable for each chip, thus a key design of
packet routing is to select the best elevator that minimizes the
waiting time. The best elevator to route packets to a destination
depends on the current time. The proposed Headfirst sliding
routing routes packets toward the best elevator so that the
packets acquire their communication time-slot just when they
arrive at the elevator.

In this paper, Headfirst sliding routing and a conventional
minimal routing are compared in terms of the zero-load
latency, network performance (latency vs. offered workload),
and application execution time using a full system CMP
simulator. The area and critical path delay overheads are also
evaluated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
overviews the 3-D bus-NoC architecture that uses buses for
vertical dimension and NoC for horizontal dimension. It also
introduces wireless inductive-coupling technology. Section III
proposes Headfirst sliding routing for wireless 3-D NoC-Bus



architecture. Section IV analyzes the zero-load latency and
Section V evaluates the performance and cost. We conclude
the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Wired 3-D Interface and Bus Structure

Micro-bump [2][13] and Through-silicon via (TSV) [6][3]
have been mature techniques utilized in actual products.
Although the micro-bump is mostly limited for face-to-face
connections of two dies, the TSV is used to connect a number
of chips and so 3-D bus structure is utilized. Especially, the
3-D bus is efficient for connecting processors and memory sys-
tems in 3-D multi-core systems[15]. Dynamic Time Division
Multiple Access (dynamic TDMA) [26][1] bus is introduced
for distribution of bus mastership between multiple chips,
while point-to-point Network-on-Chips (NoCs) are used inside
the chip. HIBS[5] adds paralleism to the bus structure. Such
3-D architecture is called Bus-NoC Hybrid architecture, and it
has become a conventional way to build 3-D NoCs. However,
as described later, these architectures is difficult to be used in
inductive coupling bus.

B. Wireless Inductive Coupling

Techniques on wireless chip interconnection are classified
into two: capacitive-coupling and inductive-coupling. Here, we
concentrate inductive coupling, since capacitive coupling is
mainly used for face-to-face connecting with two chips.

Inductive-coupling [20] [19] [24] uses square or hexagon
coils as data transmitters.The coils can be implemented with
common metal layers of the chip, and no special process
technology is required for building them.

Inductive-coupling has potential as an interconnection tech-
nology for custom building-block SiPs, since addition, re-
moval, and swapping of chips become possible after the chips
have been fabricated and stacked in a package with a low
cost. A contact-less interface without ESD protection device
has been shown to be able to handle bit rate of more than
1GHz with a low energy dissipation (0.14pJ per bit) and a
low bit-error rate (BER < 10−12) [20].

In the inductive-coupling approach, data modulated by a
driver are transferred between two coils that are exactly
superimposed on each other. The driver and inductor pair for
sending data is called the TX channel, while the receiver and
inductor pair is called the RX channel. Since a coil can be
used both for transmitter and receiver, the TX channel and
RX channel can be switched quickly, that is, a half-duplex
bi-directional channel can be formed by using a single coil.
Also, data multicast can be used if a TX channel is placed at
the same location of multiple RX channels in different chips.

By switching of TX/RX channel on a multicast channel,
an inductive coupling bus can be formed on multiple chips.
Although a lot of practical systems are available by using
point-to-point networks using inductive coupling, there is few
report to use bus. Since it takes relatively large latency for
arbitration of multiple chips, a simple TDMA is preferred for
inductive coupling bus. In MuCCRA-Cube [27], TDMA bus

is used for 3-D links between PE (Processing Element) array
of dynamically reconfigurable processors. In this system, four
time-slots are assigned into each chip, and a chip can send
the data in the term of the assigned time-slot. The 3-D links
were not efficiently used because of the low utilization ratio
for 3-D direction [27].

III. WIRELESS 3-D NOC-BUS HYBRID ARCHITECTURE

Toward the practical wireless 3-D ICs that allow us to add,
remove, and swap the chips in the field, hardware complexity
of vertical communication lines (e.g., number of inductors)
should be minimized. Thus, static TDMA buses are preferred
for the inter-chip communication compared to the dynamic one
that requires additional control lines (i.e., dedicated inductors)
for dynamic arbitration.

To fill in the gap between static and dynamic TDMA
schemes while keeping the hardware simplicity of the static
scheme, the following two ideas are combined in this paper.
• Phase-shift static TDMA control for multiple vertical
broadcast buses
• Headfirst sliding routing scheme that routes packets to the
best vertical bus (elevator) depending on the current time,
in order to minimize the waiting time at the elevator
Note again that arbitrary or customized topologies can be

used for intra-chip networks.

A. Phase-Shifted Static TDMA Buses

The major performance bottleneck of the static TDMA
scheme is the waiting time at the bus to acquire a time-slot.
The waiting time for a time-slot increases as the number of
chips increases. The negative impact will also increase when
state-of-the-art low-latency single-cycle routers are employed
in the horizontal dimension. To minimize the waiting time at
the buses, all the vertical buses grant a communication time-
slot for different chips at the same time periodically, which
means they are working with different periodic scheduling(See
Figure 1). Let n is the number of chips and Tslot is the length
of a time-slot. At time T , vertical bus i gives a time-slot for
chip (T/Tslot+i)mod n, When the number of vertical buses is
greater than or equal to n, at least one vertical bus is available
for sending on each chip, which can reduce the worst-case
waiting time from nTslot − 1 to Tslot − 1 assuming no packet
contentions at the selected elevator.

B. Routing Schemes

To route packets in the wireless 3-D NoC in which vertical
links employ the phase-shift static TDMA buses while hor-
izontal networks employ arbitrary or customized topologies,
we propose to use two routing schemes: Minimum-hop (MH)
routing and Headfirst sliding (HS) routing. MH routes packets
using a minimal path between a source and a destination via
an elevator.

Our observation is that MH routing achieves a high satu-
rated throughput while its zero-load communication latency is
longer than that of the dynamic TDMA (ideal case) due to the
waiting time at elevators. Another observation is that the best
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Fig. 2. Concept of Headfirst sliding routing

elevator to route packets to a destination is depending on the
current time. HS routes packets toward the best elevator, based
on the current time, so that they acquire their communication
time-slot when they arrive at the elevator (see Figure 2).

To fill in the gap between static and dynamic TDMA
schemes while keeping the hardware simplicity of the static
scheme, MH and HS routing schemes are used as follows.
• When a offered workload is less than a certain threshold

value, HS routing is used to further reduce the communica-
tion latency.

• When a offered workload is more than the threshold, MH
routing is used to achieve a higher saturated throughput.

Figure 3 illustrates the contribution of this work. The x-
axis shows the offered workload and the y-axis shows the
communication latency. By using MH and HS routing schemes
depending on the workload, the expected throughput vs. la-
tency curve is emphasized with a bold line. Note that there
is no throughput degradation compared to MH routing and
its communication latency can be close to the ideal dynamic
TDMA scheme when the workload is not high by using the
time-based HS routing scheme.

The following sections will illustrate MH and HS routing
schemes.

1) Minimum Hop Routing: Packets are routed based on the
following rules.
• Transfer rule 1: If the source and destination are on the
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same chip, packets are routed based on arbitrary deadlock-
free routing on the chip (e.g., XY routing on 2-D mesh
topology).
• Transfer rule 2: If the source and destination are on
different chips, packets are first routed to an elevator on the
source chip, moved to the destination chip, and routed to
the destination. An elevator is selected so that the hop count
is minimized.
MH routing does not guarantee deadlock-freedom without

virtual channels. Figure 4 illustrates an example of deadlock
situation. Each chip employs 4 × 4 2-D mesh topology, in
which XY routing is used for intra-packet transfers. In this
case, S1 sends a message to D1, S2 sends a message to D2,
and S3 sends a message to D3; thus they cause the cyclic
dependency which introduces deadlocks.

To avoid such structural deadlocks, two VCs are required
for all the routers, and the following rule is imposed to MH
routing.
• Transfer rule 3: If the source and destination are on
different chips, packets are transferred with VC-0 on the
source chip, while VC-1 is used on the destination chip
after an elevator is used. If the source and destination are
on the same chip, only VC-1 is used for the packet transfer.



2) Headfirst Sliding Routing: Depending on the current
time, packets are routed toward the best elevator so that an
expected transfer time is minimized. The above-mentioned
Transfer rule 2 is updated as follows.
• Transfer rule 2’: If the source and destination are on

different chips, packets are first routed to an elevator on the
source chip, moved to the destination chip, and routed to
the destination. An elevator is selected so that the expected
transfer time T is minimized. T is formulated as follows.

T = RHsd + Twait (1)

where R is a flit transfer time at a router, Hsd is the number
of hops from source to destination, and Twait is an expected
waiting time at an elevator.
Twait is calculated as follows. First the arrival time of a

packet to an elevator Tarrive is calculated as follows, assuming
no packet contentions.

Tarrive = CurrentT ime + RHsb, (2)

where Hsb is the number of hops from source to elevator,
which is depending on the routing algorithm. The transfer start
and finish times can be estimated based on this Tarrive.

Let Talloc is a time-slot allocation time and Tslot is the
length of a time-slot. If a packet transfer start time is greater
than or equal to Talloc and a packet transfer finish time is less
than Talloc + Tslot, Twait is zero. Otherwise, Twait is set to
the next time-slot allocation time.

C. Run time Routing Policy Switching

In order to switch HS and MH routing at run time, each
on-chip router employs both routing policy at the local input
port. The router selects either routing policy depending on the
offered network load. For measurement of the network load,
the number of packets the local input buffer receives is counted
with a packet counter which is reset to zero for the every m
cycles.

Here, the following simple selection algorithm is adopted.
First, the HS routing is used. The counter is incremented when
a header flit arrives at the local input buffer. If the counter
value reaches the threshold before resetting to zero, the MH
routing is selected. Otherwise, the HS routing is selected.
Threshold is selected depending on the simulation as described
later.

IV. ANALYSIS

First, we analyzed the zero-load latencies for MH routing
and HS routing when the source and destination are differ-
ent chips. For obtaining baseline results, uniform traffic is
assumed.

Given that a packet which consists of L flits goes through
H routers, its zero-load latencies, T0, is calculated as

T0 = H(Trouter + Tlink) + Tbus + L/BW + Tblock, (3)

where Trouter, Tlink, and Tbus are latencies for transferring
a header flit on a router, a link, and a bus, and Tblock is the
waiting time in the case when a packet misses the time-slot.

TABLE I
CONFIGURATIONS OF DIFFERENT BUS PLACEMENT POLICIES

Pattern B (Number of buses) Placement method
sparse2 2 sparse
dense2 2 dense
sparse4 4 sparse
dense4 4 dense
sparse8 8 sparse
dense8 8 dense

MH and HS routing schemes show different zero-load
latencies since their Tblock differs. Under uniform traffic,Tblock

for MH (Tblock,mh) is calculated as follows

Tblock,mh =
∑Tmax

t=1 t

MTslot
, (4)

where M is the number of stacked chips and Tmax is the
maximum time of waiting for the valid time-slot assignment.

On the other hand, Tblock for HS, Tblock,hs is described as

Tblock,hs = f(Xbus, Ybus, Tslot,M), (5)

where Xbus and Ybus are 2-D coordinates of a bus, Tslot is
the length of a time-slot, M is the number of chips.

Based on Equations 4 and 5, the zero-load latencies for
MH and HS routing schemes are analyzed by using a flit-
level simulator. The 3-D stacked chips each of which uses
a 4 × 4 mesh topology are selected as targets. The number
of chips M is assumed as 2 ≤ M ≤ 8. Six configurations
of bus placement are summarized in Table I. The results are
depending on location of 3-D buses. Here, two placement
methods, sparse and dense are examined. In sparse method,
the buses are distantly located along the edges of the chip.
On the other hand, in dense method, they are located near the
center of the chip locally. As an example, Figure 5(a) and 5(b)
show sparse and dense, respectively given that B = 4.

Figure 6 shows the zero-load latencies for MH and HS,
assuming Trouter = 2, Tlink = 1, L = 5, and Tslot = 8.
Here, dense4 is adopted as the bus location pattern. The similar
tendency is observed when other bus location patterns are
used.

The result shows that Tblock has a great impact on overall
latency. HS reduces the zero-load latency compared with MH,
since it can reduce Tblock drastically. As the number of stacked
chip increases, the reduction of Tblock increases. In contrast,
it slightly increases H compared with MH, since it is not a
minimal routing.

V. EVALUATIONS

In this section, the hardware overhead of the router with
the HS routing is evaluated first. Then, we compare the MH
routing with the HS routing in terms of their communication
latency and impact to application performance.
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TABLE II
BASELINE ROUTER

Port 5 input/output port
Buffer 5 flit

Routing XY Routing
Switching Wormhole 2 VCs

Pipeline Stage [RC/VSA] [ST] [LT]
Flit Size 128 bit

A. Hardware Overhead

Here, we designed the HS router based on a 5-port common
router with 3-stage pipeline structure shown in Table II, and
evaluated the hardware amount and critical path delay. The
HS routing algorithm is implemented on the RC stage of
the baseline router. The design is described in Verilog HDL,
and synthesized at operating frequency of 500MHz by using
the Synopsys Design Compiler version D-2010.3. Fujitsu’s e-
shuttle 65nm CMOS process with 12-layer, and a standard cell
library CS202SZ are used.

Figure 7 compares the area of the baseline router and the HS
router. The area overhead of the HS is only 2.3% compared
with the baseline router. Note that if the number of VCs or
the size of the buffer increases, the relative overhead becomes
small.

The critical paths of both routers are on the LT stage, and
their maximum delays are the same, although the RC Stage of
the HS router is heavier than that of the baseline router. Thus,
the operational frequency is not influenced.
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B. Network Performance

In order to measure the baseline network performance,
we used a flit-level simulator written by C++ [9]. In the
simulation, HS, MH and the case of switching the HS and the
MH (HS + MH) are compared. Also, the network performance
on the ideal dynamic TDMA scheme is evaluated. The target
3-D stacked chips are as described in Section IV, and in the
case of HS + MH, the counter reset interval is 512 cycles. The
threshold value of switching routing policys are determined
based on the cross point of HS and MH shown in Figure 8
later. Let TH be the offered workload of cross point, m be
the reset interval of packet counter, and S be the packet size.
The threshold value is given as mTH/S.

Figure 8 shows simulation results under the uniform traffic,
matrix traffic and reversal traffic. Here, sparse4 (4-chip) and
dense4 (4-chip) are adopted as the bus location pattern. The
similar tendency is observed when other bus location patterns
are used. As shown in figures, the HS improves latency,
compared with the MH when the offered workload is low.
In paticular, the dense8 (8-chip) reduces the latency by up to
32.7% compared with MH. As the workload increases, the
difference becomes gradually small, and when it is more than
a certain threshold value, the latency of the HS is larger than
that of the MH. This tendency is just the same as expected in
Section III-B.

Also, the results demonstrate that the HS + MH latency is
close to the HS routing scheme when workload is not high,
and in the region of high workload, the latency of the MH
is close to the HS + MH routing scheme. Moreover, the HS
+ MH latency is close to the dynamic scheme in the region
of low workload. Thus, by switching the HS and the MS
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schemes depending on the workload, we can further reduce
the communication latency compared to MH routing even by
using the simple static TDMA buses.

The interval of counter reset is important to select the
routing scheme. As shown in Figure 9, the latency of the MH +
HS is close to the MH routing scheme when the short interval
is used because of the low resolution of the workload mea-
surement. As the interval increases, the resolution is improved.
However, the large interval value makes the switching slow.
Thus, there is a trade-off between the measure resolution and
switching speed.

C. Application Performance

In order to measure the impact to real application perfor-
mance, full system simulations of wireless 3-D CMPs are
performed.

Table III shows target 3-D shard-memory CMPs consisting
of four chips. They are connected with multiple vertical buses
as shown in Table I. SNUCA[11] is adopted as a cache
architecture, and four memory controllers are placed in the
four corners of the bottle chip. Other parameters are listed in
Table IV.

For simulation, we used a full system multi-processor sim-
ulator: GEMS[17] and Wind River Simics[16]. We modified a
detailed network model of GEMS, called Garnet, in order to
precisely simulate behavior of the MH and HS.

A directory-based MOESI coherence protocol that uses
three message classes is used. Six VCs are, thus required for
each input port since each message class requires two VCs to
avoid structural deadlocks.

To evaluate the application performance of these routing
schemes, we used eight parallel programs using OpenMP
from NAS Parallel Benchmarks[8] on Sun Solaris 9 operating
system. These benchmark programs are compiled by Sun
Studio 12 and executed on Solaris 9. The number of threads
is set to eight.

Figure 10 shows the application execution cycles of eight
benchmark programs in the case of four buses. The application
execution time (Y-axis) is normalized to the execution time
using the MH. As shown, HS improves execution cycles by
5.9% - 9.9%, compared with those of the MH. This comes
from that in the assumed CMPs and application programs, the

TABLE III
CHIP CONFIGURATION

Topology 4×4 mesh
Routing XY Routing

Processor/L1Cache 2
L2Cache 16
Router 16

TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETER

Processor UltraSPARC-III
L1 I/D cache size 64 KB (line:64B)
L1 cache latency 1 cycle

L2 cache bank size 256 KB (assoc:4)
L2 cache latency 6 cycle

Memory size 4 GB
Memory latency 160 (± 2) cycle
Router pipeline [RC/VSA][ST][LT]

Buffer size 5-flit per VC (default)
Flit size 128 bit
Protocol MOESI directory

# of Message Classes 3
Control / data packet size 1 flit / 5 flit

workload is not so heavy. In this evaluation, the advantages
of the HS is large when the location dense4 is used.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Toward the practical wireless 3-D ICs that allows us to add,
remove, and swap the chips in the field, hardware complexity
of vertical communication lines (e.g., number of inductors)
should be minimized. Thus, static TDMA buses are preferred
for the inter-chip communication compared to the dynamic one
that requires additional control lines (i.e., dedicated inductors)
for dynamic arbitration. To fill in the gap between static and
dynamic TDMA schemes while keeping the hardware simplic-
ity of the static scheme, we propose Headfirst sliding routing
scheme, which routes a packet toward the best vertical bus
(elevator) just before the elevator acquires its communication
time-slot, depending on current time. In addition, we propose
to switch Headfirst sliding routing and a conventional minimal
routing (Minimum hop routing) in accordance with a offered
workload.

In this paper, we analyzed zero-load latencies of Headfirst
sliding routing and Minimum Hop routing, and evaluated
them in terms of the network performance (latency vs offered
workload) and the application performance. According to the
analysis, we confirmed that the time when the packet transfer
wait at buses have a heavy impacts on the whole latency, and
Headfirst sliding routing can drastically reduce it. The result
of the network performance showed that Headfirst sliding
routing reduces latency up to 32.7% at a low workload,
although Minimum hop performs better than Headsliding first
at a high workload. It present that the selection between
Headfirst sliding and Minimum hop in accordance with a
offered workload is the best approach in static TDMA-based
bus architectures. Moreover, at a low workload, Headfirst
sliding performs nearly as good as a minimal routing with
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Fig. 8. Average packet latency
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dynamic TDMA-based buses, although Headfirst sliding works
on static TDMA-based buses. Thus, Headfirst sliding fill in
the gap between static and dynamic TDMA schemes, while
keeping the hardware simplicity of the static scheme. As the
result of the application performance, Headfirst sliding routing
improves by 9.9%, compared by Minimum hop routing. We
also confirmed that the area and critical path delay overheads
are modest.

As a future work, we are planning to investigate routing
schemes to improve the saturated throughput at a high work-
load. We are going to evaluate the thermal In addition, we
will extend Headfirst sliding routing scheme to improve the
latency within a range of low to middle workload.
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